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Abstract—People express emotions through different modalities.
Integration of verbal and non-verbal communication channels creates
a system in which the message is easier to understand. Expanding
the focus to several expression forms can facilitate research on
emotion recognition as well as human-machine interaction. In this
article, the authors present a Polish emotional database composed of
three modalities: facial expressions, body movement and gestures,
and speech. The corpora contains recordings registered in studio
conditions, acted out by 16 professional actors (8 male and 8 female).
The data is labeled with six basic emotions categories, according to
Ekman’s emotion categories. To check the quality of performance,
all recordings are evaluated by experts and volunteers. The database
is available to academic community and might be useful in the study
on audio-visual emotion recognition.
Keywords—Body movement, emotion recognition, emotional
corpus, facial expressions, gestures, multimodal database, speech.

I. I NTRODUCTION
MOTIONS are evoked by different mechanisms such
as events, objects, other people or phenomena that
lead to various consequences manifesting in our body.
Automatic affect recognition methods utilize various input
types i.e. facial expressions [1], [2], speech [3], [4], gestures
and body language [5], [6] and physical signals such as
electroencephalography (EEG) [7], electromyography (EMG)
[8], electrodermal activity [9] etc. Although it has been
investigated for many years, it is still an active research area
because of growing interest in application exploiting avatars
animation, neuromarketing and sociable robots [10]. Most
research focuses on facial expressions and speech. About 95%
of the literature dedicated to this topic concentrates on mimics
as a source for emotion analysis [11]. Because speech is one
of the most accessible forms of the above mentioned signals,
it is the second most commonly used source for automatic
recognition. Considerably less research utilizes body gestures
and posture. However, recent development of motion capture
technologies and it’s increasing reliability led to a signiﬁcant
increase in literature on automatic recognition of expressive
movements.
Gestures have to be recognised as the most signiﬁcant
way to communicate non-verbally. They are understood as
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movement of extremities, head, other parts of the body and
facial expressions, which communicate the whole spectrum
of feelings and emotions. It has been reported that gestures
are strongly culture-dependent [12], [13]. However, due to
exposure to mass-media, there is a tendency of globalization
of some gestures especially in younger generations [14]. For
this very reason, gestures might be a perfect supplement for
emotion recognition methods that do not require speciﬁed
sensors and may be examined from a distance.
Automatic affect recognition is a pattern recognition
problem. Therefore, standard pattern recognition methodology,
which involves database creation, feature extraction and
classiﬁcation, is usually applied. The ﬁrst part of this
methodology is the crucial one. During the selection of
samples for an emotional database one has to consider a set
which would guarantee minimization of individual features,
such as age and gender, as well as provide a wide range of
correctly labelled complex emotional states. What is more,
one should also focus on choosing the right source of affect:
mimics, body language and speech seem to be the most
appropriate due to lack of requirement of direct body contact
with any specialized equipment during sample acquisition.
As it is presented in section II just several publicly
accessible multimodal databases exists, which contain
simultaneously recorded modalities such as face mimic,
movements of full body and speech. Thus, there is clearly
a space and a necessity to create such emotional databases.
In this article, the authors describe an emotional database
consisting of audio, video and point cloud data representing
human body movements. The paper adopts the following
outline. Section II presents a brief review of other relevant
multimodal emotional corpora. Sections III and IV describe the
process of creating the database and the process of recording.
Section V presents the process of emotional recordings
evaluation. Finally, Section VI gives the conclusions.
II. M ULTIMODAL E MOTIONAL DATABASES - S TATE OF
THE A RT
3D scanned and even thermal databases of different
emotions have been constructed. The most well known
3D datasets are the BU-3DFE [15], BU-4DFE [16],
Bosphorus [17] and BP4D [18]. BU-3DFE and BU-4DFE both
contain posed datasets with six expressions, the latter having
higher resolution. The Bosphorus tries to address the issue of
having a wider selection of facial expressions and BP4D is the
only one among the four using induced expressions instead of
posed ones. A sample of models from a 3D database can be
seen in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 3D facial expression samples from the BU-3DFE database [15]

With RGB-D databases, however, it is important to
note that the data is unique to each sensor with outputs
having varying density and error, so algorithms trained on
databases like the IIIT-D RGB-D [19], VAP RGB-D [20] and
KinectFaceDB [21] would be very susceptible to hardware
changes. For comparison with the 3D databases, an RGB-D
sample has been provided in Fig. 2. One of the newer
databases, the iCV SASE [22] database, is RGB-D dataset
solely dedicated to head pose with free facial expressions.
Even though depth based databases are relatively new
compared to other types and there are very few of them, they
still manage to cover a wide range of different emotions. With
the release of commercial use depth cameras like the Microsoft
Kinect [21], they will only continue to get more popular in
the future.

unaware of the process or it is not their main focus. TV
programs such as talk shows, reality shows or various types
of live coverage are good examples of this type of acquisition.
However, the quality of such material might be questionable
due to factors such as background noise, artifacts, overlapping
voice. These components may obscure the exact nature of
recorded emotions. Such recordings do not provide position
and movements of the whole body of the subject as well
as cloud representing human body movements. Moreover
collections of samples must be evaluated by human decision
makers to determine the gathered emotional states.
Another method of sample acquisition is recording an
emotional reaction provoked by staged situations or aids such
as videos, images or computer simulations. Although this
method is favoured by psychologists, it’s main disadvantage
is lack of results repeatability, as reaction to the same stimuli
might differ from person to person and is highly dependant
on the recorded individual. Moreover, provoking full-blown
emotions might be ethically problematic.
Third source are acted out emotional samples. Subjects can
be both actors as well as unqualiﬁed volunteers. This type of
material is usually composed of high quality recordings, with
clear undisturbed emotion expression.
We are fully aware that there are many disadvantages
of acted emotional database. For example in [26] the
scientists pointed out that full-blown emotions expressions
rarely appear in the real world and acted out samples may
be exaggerated. However, in order to obtain three different
modalities simultaneously and gather clean and high quality
samples in a controlled, undisturbed environment the decision
was made to create a set of acted out emotions. This approach
provides crucial fundamentals for creating a corpora with a
reasonable number of recorded samples, diversity of gender
and age of the actors (see Table I) and the same verbal content,
which was emphasized in [27].
AGE AND S EX
No.
1
Sex
m
Age 43
No.
9
Sex
f
Age 31

Fig. 2 RGB-D facial expression samples from the KinectFaceDB
database [21]

A comprehensive survey in [23] showed that some wider
multimodal databases such as the database created by Psaltis
et al. [24] and emoFBVP database [25] includes face, body
gesture and voice signals. Such databases are attracting
lots of attentions of researchers, however there is still a
big demand for having bigger and more comprehensive
multimodal databases.
III. M AIN A SSUMPTIONS
A. Acted vs Natural Emotions
Emotional databases can be divided into three categories,
taking into account their source: spontaneous, invoked and
acted or simulated emotions.
The spontaneous or "natural" samples are obtained by
recording in an undisturbed environment, usually people are
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TABLE I
ACTORS PARTICIPATING IN THE P ROJECT
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
f
m
f
m
m
f
m
47 58 46 56 39 37 30
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
f
m
m
f
m
f
f
27 25 29 27 46 64 36

B. Choice of Emotions
Research in the ﬁeld of emotion recognition varies based
upon number and type of recognized states. The most
inﬂuential models and relevant for affective computing
applications can be classiﬁed into three main categories:
• categorical concepts such as anger or fear [28],
• dimensional such as activation, pleasure and dominance
[29],
• componential, which arrange emotions in a hierarchical
manner, may contains more complex representations like
in Plutchik’s weel of emotions [30].
Analyzing state of the art affect recognition research one
can observe how broad spectrum of emotion has been used
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in various types of research. However, most authors focus
on sets containing six basic emotions (according to Ekman’s
model). It is caused by the fact that facial expressions
of emotion are similar across many cultures. This might
hold in the case of postures and gestures as well [31].
Thus, we decided to follow the commonly used approach
and categorized samples in the corpora into fear, surprise,
anger,sadness, happiness, disgust. What is more, this approach
provides us the possibility to compare future results with
previous studies of the same research group [32], [33], which
is currently impossible because of inconsistent representation
in other available databases.
IV. ACQUISITION P ROCESS
The recordings were performed in the rehearsal room of
Teatr Nowy im. Kazimierza Dejmka w Łodzi. Each recorded
person is a professional actor from the aforementioned theater.
A total of 16 people were recorded - 8 male and 8 female,
aged from 25 to 64. Each person was recorded separately.
Before the recording all actors were presented with a short
scenario describing the sequence of emotions they had to
present in order: neutral state, sadness, surprise, fear, disgust,
anger, happiness. In addition they were asked to utter a short
sentence in Polish, same for all emotional states Każdy z nas
odczuwa emocje na swój sposób (English translation: Each of
us perceives emotions in a different manner). All emotions
were acted out 5 times. The total number of gathered samples
amounted to 560, 80 for each emotional state.
The recordings took place in a quiet, well lit environment.
The video was captured against a green background (as visible
in Fig. 3). A medium shot was used in order to keep the actors
face in the frame and compensate for any movement during
the emotion expression. In case of Kinect recordings the full
body was in frame, including the legs (as visible in Fig. 4).
The samples consists of simultaneous audio, video, cloud
point and skeletal data feeds. They were performed using a
video camera (Sony PMW-EX1), dictaphone (Roland R-26)
and a Kinect 2 device. The data was gathered in form of wav
audio ﬁles (44,1kHz, 16bit, stereo), mp4 videos (1920x1080,
MPEG-4) with redundant audio track, and xef ﬁles containing
the 3d data.
Fig. 3 shows frames from the video recordings of different
emotional expressions presented by the actors. In Fig. 4 one
can see the body poses captured during emotion expression.
Fig. 5 presents an example of emotional speech audio
recordings.
V. DATA E VALUATION
To ensure the quality of the samples a perception test was
carried out with 12 subjects (6 male and 6 female). They
were presented with the three modalities separately. They were
allowed to watch or listen to each sample only once and then
determine the presented emotional state. Each volunteer had to
assess one sample of each emotion presenting by every actor
- in total 96 samples. The results are presented in Fig. 6.
Analyzing the chart one can observe that the highest
recognition rate occurred for facial emotion expressions.
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Fig. 3 Screen-shots of facial expression of six basic emotions fear, surprise,
anger, sadness, happiness, disgust

Fig. 4 Examples of actors poses in six basic emotions fear, surprise,
anger,sadness, happiness, disgust

Comparable, however slightly lower results were obtained in
case of speech. Using gestures offered the lowest recognition
rate, however it can serve as a signiﬁcant, supporting
information when recognition is based on all three modalities.
The results obtained for three modalities simultaneously are
presented in Fig. 7.
One can notice that presenting three modalities
simultaneously provides an increase in recognition
performance. For all emotional states the obtained results are
above 90%. In case of anger and happiness the recognition
was 100% correct.
VI. S UMMARY
This paper presents the process of creation a multimodal
emotional database consisting recordings of six basic emotions
(fear, surprise, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust) as well
as natural state, performed by 16 professional actors. It
contains a large collection of samples in three synchronized
modalities (560 samples for each modality: face, speech and
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Fig. 5 Oscillogram and spectrogram for two different emotional states acted out by the same person. Left: neutral, right: anger

Fig. 7 Mean recognition rates in % for all three modalities presented and
evaluated simultaneously
Fig. 6 Mean recognition rates in % for all three modalities presented and
evaluated separately

gestures) which makes this corpora interesting for researchers
in different ﬁelds, from psychology to affective computing.
What is more, the position of the body includes the legs, while
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most database focus only on hands, arms and head. Due to the
size of data (especially recordings from Kinect), the corpora is
not accessible via a website, however it can be made available
for research upon request.
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